Tranquil and aquatic, the Marine Fish + Irish Algae color collection incorporates pool, chartreuse, and our newest color, moss. Mix and match note sets to create your own program, or see display below for our merchandising solutions. Note set size and pricing vary, see below for details. Order in multiples of 6 per style number.

**INSPIRED IDEA:**
Program shown includes nine A2 note sets, and three 4bar note sets. The perfect mix of patterns and prints. Purchase as shown, or mix it up with your favorites! Acrylic units are free when ordered with product to fill.

Marine Fish + Irish Algae Program
A2 = 4bar Display, 12 styles, 6 per style
19" x 14 1/8" x 14 1/8"
(as shown)

Flora + Fauna wrap and gift bags can be found on pg. 23 and pg. 29.